Abstract We investigate the secular dynamics of three-body circumbinary systems under the effect of tides. We use the octupolar non-restricted approximation for the orbital interactions, general relativity corrections, the quadrupolar approximation for the spins, and the viscous linear model for tides. We derive the averaged equations of motion in a simplified vectorial formalism, which is suitable to model the long-term evolution of a wide variety of circumbinary systems in very eccentric and inclined orbits. In particular, this vectorial approach can be used to derive constraints for tidal migration, capture in Cassini states, and stellar spin-orbit misalignment. We show that circumbinary planets with initial arbitrary orbital inclination can become coplanar through a secular resonance between the precession of the orbit and the precession of the spin of one of the stars. We also show that circumbinary systems for which the pericenter of the inner orbit is initially in libration present chaotic motion for the spins and for the eccentricity of the outer orbit. Because our model is valid for the non-restricted problem, it can also be applied to any three-body hierarchical system such as star-planet-satellite systems and triple stellar systems.
Introduction
Circumbinary bodies are objects that orbit around a more massive binary system. In the solar system, the small satellites of the Pluto-Charon system are the best example (e.g. Brozović et al, 2015) . Planets orbiting two stars, often called circumbinary planets, have also been reported, at present we know about 20 of them 1 . These kind of systems are particularly interesting from a dynamical point of view, as they can be stable for very eccentric and inclined orbits and thus present uncommon behaviors. Moreover, many circumbinary systems are observed within 1 AU, therefore they can undergo tidal dissipation, which slowly modifies the spins and the orbits, in particular for the inner binary pair (e.g. MacDonald, 1964) . As a consequence, the final configuration of these systems can be totally different from the initial one (e.g. Correia et al, 2011) .
Half of the already known circumbinary planets were detected using the Kepler Spacecraft 2 data, which is based on the transits observational technique (e.g. Doyle et al, 2011; Welsh et al, 2012; Orosz et al, 2012a,b; Kostov et al, 2015) . These systems are thus almost coplanar, although this is not necessarily the standard configuration for circumbinary planets (e.g. Martin and Triaud, 2014) . Indeed, misaligned circumbinary discs were already observed (e.g. Kennedy et al, 2012; Plavchan et al, 2013) . Moreover, for systems detected with different observational techniques, the mutual inclination is usually not constrained, but it is compatible with no coplanar orbits (e.g. Ford et al, 2000a; Couetdic et al, 2010) .
The origin and evolution of circumbinary systems can be analyzed with direct numerical integrations of the full equations of motion (e.g. Verrier and Evans, 2009; Martin and Triaud, 2014) , but a theoretical understanding of the dynamics often requires the development and application of theories with valid analytic approximations. Additionally, tidal effects usually act over very long time-scales and therefore approximate theories also allow to speed-up the numerical simulations and to explore the parameter space much more rapidly.
Stability studies have shown that for semi-major axis ratios a 1 /a 2 > 1/2 there is a large overlap of mean motion resonances and circumbinary orbits are most likely unstable (e.g. Doolin and Blundell, 2011; Bosanac et al, 2015; Correia et al, 2015) . For smaller ratios we can use secular perturbation theories based on series development in the ratio of the semi-major axis a 1 /a 2 . The development to the second order, called the quadrupole approximation, was used by Lidov (1962) and Kozai (1962) for the restricted inner problem (the outer orbit is unperturbed). Farago and Laskar (2010) derived a simple model for the non-restricted quadrupolar problem of three masses and Correia et al (2011) added the effect from tides. However, the quadrupole approximation is insufficient for studying nearly coplanar systems, because it fails to reproduce the eccentricity oscillations. For that purpose we need to extend the series development in a 1 /a 2 to the third order, that is, to the octopole order (e.g. Marchal, 1990; Ford et al, 2000b; Laskar and Boué, 2010) .
In this paper we intend to get deeper into the study of circumbinary three-body systems, where all bodies undergo tidal interactions. We do not make any restrictions on the masses of these bodies, and use the octupolar approximation for the orbital gravitational interactions with general relativity corrections. It has been shown that the tidal evolution of the orbits cannot be dissociated from the spin evolution (e.g. Correia et al, 2012) . Therefore, we also consider the full effect on the spins of all bodies (up to the quadrupolar approximation), including the rotational flattening of their figures. This allows us to correctly describe the precession of the spin axis and subsequent capture in Cassini states. We adopt a viscous linear model for tides (Singer, 1968; Mignard, 1979) , as it provides simple expressions for the tidal torques for any eccentricity value. For gaseous planets and stars, this model has also shown to be a very good approximation (e.g. Ferraz-Mello, 2013; Correia et al, 2014 ). Since we are interested in the secular behavior, we average the motion equations over the mean anomalies of the orbits and express them using the vectorial methods (e.g. Laskar, 2006, 2009; Correia, 2009; Farago and Laskar, 2010; Boué and Fabrycky, 2014) .
In Section 2 we derive the averaged equations of motion that we use to evolve circumbinary systems by tidal effect. In Section 3 we obtain the secular evolution of the spin and orbital quantities in terms of reference angles and elliptical elements, that are useful and more intuitive to understand the outcomes of the numerical simulations. In Section 4 we include the contribution of tidal effects and perform some numerical simulations to illustrate some unexpected behaviors for circumbinary systems. In Section 5 we explain how our model can be extended to any three-body hierarchical system. Finally, last section is devoted to the conclusions.
Model
We consider here a system composed of an inner pair of bodies with stellar masses m 0 and m 1 , together with an external planetary companion with mass m 2 :
All bodies are considered oblate ellipsoids with gravity field coefficients given by J 2,i , rotating about the axis of maximal inertia along the directionsŝ i (gyroscopic approximation), with rotation rates Ω i , such that (e.g. Lambeck, 1988 )
where G is the gravitational constant, R i is the radius of each body, and k 2,i is the second Love number for potential. The index i = 0, 1, 2 pertains to the body with mass m i . In order to obtain the equations of motion we use Jacobi canonical coordinates, which are the distance between the two innermost bodies, r 1 , and the distance from the external body to the inner's orbit center of mass, r 2 (see Fig. 1 ). We additionally assume that |r 1 | |r 2 | and adopt the octupolar three-body problem approximation. In the following, for any vector u,û = u/ u is the unit vector.
Orbital motion
The potential energy U of a hierarchical three-body system of punctual masses is given in Jacobi coordinates by (e.g. Smart, 1953) :
with
where P 2 (x) = (3x 2 − 1)/2 and P 3 (x) = (5x 3 − 3x)/2 are the Legendre polynomial of degree two and three, respectively, and terms in (r 1 /r 2 ) 4 have been neglected. We also µ 2 = G(m 2 + m 01 ). The evolution of the orbits can be tracked by the orbital angular momenta,
wherek i is the unit vectorĜ i , a i is the semi-major axis, and e i is the eccentricity. The mean motion is defined as n i = µ i /a 3 i . The Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector e i points along the major axis in the direction of periapsis with magnitude e 1 and is expressed as
The contributions to the orbits are easily computed from the potential aṡ
where
Because we are only interested in the secular evolution of the system, we further average the equations of motion over the mean anomalies of both orbits (see appendix C). The resulting equations are:
with cos I =k 1 ·k 2 ,
and
Octupole:
with A = 16(e 1 · e 2 ) ,
) (e 1 · e 2 ) cos I + (e 1 ·k 2 )(k 1 · e 2 ) ,
and γ 3 = 15 64 
General relativity correction
We can add to Newton's equations the dominant contributions from general relativistic effects. These effects are mainly felt by eccentric orbits on close encounters between the central stars, and contribute to the gravitational force with a small correction (e.g. Kidder, 1995) 
where c is the speed of light, and η = m 0 m 1 /m 2 01 . To this order, the dominant relativistic secular contribution is on the precession of the periapsis, with (Eq. 8):
Spin motion
All bodies are oblate ellipsoids, so we need to take into account the deformation of the gravity field given by their structure. The additional contribution to the potential energy (Eq. 4) is given in Jacobi coordinates by (see appendix A):
where terms in (R i /r j ) 3 , (R 2 /r 2 ) 2 (r 1 /r 2 ) 2 , and m 2 /m i (r 1 /r 2 ) 3 have been neglected (i = 0, 1, 2, j = 1, 2). As in previous section, we can obtain the contributions to the orbital motion directly from equations (7) and (8) using U R instead of U , The evolution of the spins can be tracked by the rotational angular momenta, L i C i Ω iŝi , where C i are the principal moments of inertia. In Jacobi coordinates, the orbital angular momentum is equal to G 1 + G 2 (Poincaré, 1905) . Since the total angular momentum is conserved, the contributions to the spin of the bodies can be computed from their orbital contributions:
Then, averaging again the equations of motion over the mean anomalies of both orbits (see appendix C) we get:
are the direction cosines of the spins: θ i is the obliquity to the orbital plane of the inner orbit, and ε i is the obliquity to the orbital plane of the outer companion. Using the mutual inclination between orbital planes (Eq. 13), the three direction cosines can also be related as cos ε i = cos I cos θ i + sin I sin θ i cos φ i ,
or cos θ i = cos I cos ε i − sin I sin ε i cos ϕ i ,
where φ i is the precession angle between the projections ofŝ i andk 2 in the plane normal tok 1 , and ϕ i is the precession angle between the projections ofŝ i andk 1 in the plane normal tok 2 (see Fig. 2 ).
Tidal effects
Neglecting the tidal effects raised by the planet in each star (i = 0, 1), that is, neglecting terms in m 2 /m i (r 1 /r 2 ) 3 , the tidal potential energy of the system is given in Jacobi coordinates by (see appendix B):
where j = 1 − i, and r i is the position of the interacting mass at a time delayed of ∆t i , which corresponds to the deformation time-lag of the body i. The dissipation of the mechanical energy of tides in the body's interior is responsible for this delay between the initial perturbation and the maximal deformation. As the rheology of stars and planets is badly known, the exact dependence of ∆t i on the tidal frequency is unknown. Many different authors have studied the problem and several models have been developed so far, from the simplest ones to the more complex (for a review see Efroimsky and Williams, 2009; Ferraz-Mello, 2013; Correia et al, 2014) . The huge problem in validating one model better than others is the difficulty to compare the theoretical results with the observations, as the effect of tides are very small and can only be detected efficiently after long periods of time. Nevertheless, for gaseous planets and stars, the amount of tidal energy that is dissipated in a cycle is rather small (e.g. Lainey et al, 2009 Lainey et al, , 2012 Penev et al, 2012) , which is equivalent to short time responses. In those cases, most viscoelastic tidal models can be made linear (weak friction), with a constant ∆t i value (see Correia et al, 2014; Makarov, 2015) . Therefore, for simplicity, we adopt here a weak friction model with constant ∆t i (Singer, 1968; Alexander, 1973; Mignard, 1979) , for which:
As for the spin motion, we can obtain the equations of motion directly from equations (7), (8) and (24) using U T instead of U , and then averaging over the mean anomalies of both orbits (see appendix C):
and f 1 (e) = 1 + 3e 2 + 3e 4 /8
f 2 (e) = 1 + 15e 2 /2 + 45e 4 /8 + 5e 6 /16
f 3 (e) = 1 + 31e 2 /2 + 255e 4 /8 + 185e 6 /16 + 25e 8 /64
f 4 (e) = 1 + 3e 2 /2 + e 4 /8
f 5 (e) = 1 + 15e 2 /4 + 15e 4 /8 + 5e 6 /64
The first term in expressions (43) and (44) corresponds to the permanent tidal deformation, while the second term corresponds to the dissipative contribution. Winn et al, 2011) and for a hypothetical circumbinary system (that we call "standard"), very similar to the Kepler-34 system (Welsh et al, 2012) . The main differences between Kepler-34 and the standard system are in the mass of star B, and in the semi-major axis of the inner orbit (m 1 ≈ M and a 1 ≈ 0.2 AU for Kepler-34), in order to enhance tidal effects. The unknown parameters are compatible with observations for the Sun and giant planets in the Solar System. 
Secular dynamics
In this section we look at the orbital and spin dynamics without tidal dissipation. We first consider only the orbital dynamics without spin (section 3.1) and then add to the equations of motion for the spin of a single body (section 3.2). In some special configurations the secular equations of motion become integrable, which allow us to easily compute the possible trajectories for the system given its initial conditions. Moreover, the equilibrium configurations for the orbit and spin, that correspond to the final outcomes of tidal evolution, become easy to identify. For that purpose, we will use a reference hypothetical circumbinary system (Table 1) , which is similar to Kepler-34 (Welsh et al, 2012) . In section 4, this particular choice of parameters will allow us to illustrate some interesting dynamical effects that were not yet described in the literature.
Orbital dynamics
The non-resonant dynamics of circumbinary planets has been studied in great detail by Migaszewski and Goździewski (2011) . Here we recall some of the main features of the problem, in particular those corresponding to an integrable problem, which will allow us to understand the more complex dynamics when the effect from the spins and tides are included.
Coplanar systems
When sin I = 0 (coplanar systems), the average of the orbital energy over the mean anomalies, in the octupolar approximation (Eq. 4) is given by (e.g. Lee and Peale, 2003; Laskar and Boué, 2010; Correia et al, 2012 )
where ∆ = 1 − 2 , and i is the longitude of the pericenter of each orbit. The parameters γ 2 and γ 3 are given by expressions (14) and (20), respectively, and depend only on e 2 . For very eccentric inner orbits, the above orbital energy can be corrected for general relativity effects (Eq. 21) through the additional contribution (e.g. Touma et al, 2009):
The secular system (51,52) does not depend on the mean longitudes, so the semi-major axes are constant. Moreover, it depends on a unique angle ∆ . It is thus integrable. The eccentricities are related through the total orbital angular momentum (Eq. 5):
where σ = ±1, depending whether the orbits rotate in the same way or with opposite direction. Here we will only consider the σ = +1 case of planets orbiting in the same direction.
In Figure 3 we plot the level curves of the total energy in the plane (e 2 , ∆ ) for Kepler-16 and for the standard system with I = 0 (Table 1 ). There are essentially two possible kinematic regimes for ∆ in Figure 3 : oscillation around 0
• or circulation between −180
• and 180
• . The standard system (Table 1 ) is in circulation, but for Kepler-16 we cannot be sure. The best fit data gives ∆ ≈ (−55±20)
• . For the mean value of this estimate, the system is oscillating around 0
• , but for the lower
• it is very near circulation zone (the dotted line gives the transition of kinematic regime). Although the angle ∆ may present a different behavior, the dynamics in the plane (e 2 sin ∆ , e 2 cos ∆ ) always correspond to circulation of all trajectories around a fix point (e 2 ≈ 0.033, ∆ = 0 • ). For both systems, we observe that the eccentricity of the outer orbit only undergoes small variations. In the secular system, as the semi-major axes are constant, the difference of the angular momentum (53) with respect to the circular angular momentum, i.e. the AMD (Laskar, 2000) is also constant, that is
Thus, with χ(e) = 1
Since most of the orbital angular momentum is contained in the inner orbit (β 2 √ µ 2 a 2 β 1 √ µ 1 a 1 ), the variations in χ(e 1 ) (resp. e 1 ) are smaller than those in χ(e 2 ) (resp. e 2 ), so the inner orbit eccentricity e 1 can be considered almost as constant. For Kepler-16 and the standard systems we have m 0 m 1 , but for other circumbinary systems, such as Kepler-34 or Kepler-35 (Welsh et al, 2012) , we have m 0 ∼ m 1 . In those cases γ 3 ≈ 0, so the octupolar contribution vanishes (Eq. 51), and both eccentricities remain almost constant. (Table 1 ). There are essentially two possible kinematic regimes: oscillation around ∆ = 0 • and circulation. The present position of each system is given by a dot. (Table 1 ) seen in the plane (I, ω 1 ). We show the trajectories using the quadrupolar approximation (top), corresponding to the level curves of constant energy, and using the octupolar approximation (bottom), obtained with numerical simulations. There are two possible dynamical regimes: libration around ω 1 = ±90 • and circulation (see also Migaszewski and Goździewski, 2011) . (Table 1 ) seen in the planes (e 1 , ω 1 ) and (e 2 , ω 1 ). We show the trajectories using the octupolar approximation, obtained with numerical simulations (for more details see Migaszewski and Goździewski, 2011) .
Inclined systems
For inclined systems (sin I = 0), the average of the orbital energy (Eq. 4) over the mean anomalies additionally depends on I, 1 and 2 (e.g. Harrington, 1968; Lidov and Ziglin, 1976; Laskar and Boué, 2010) , and the problem is no longer integrable. However, while for the coplanar problem the main dynamical features result from the octupolar contribution (term in ∆ω, Eq. 51), for the inclined problem the major contribution comes from the quadrupolar term. Expressing this term in the Laplace invariable plane, for which 1 = ω 1 and 2 = π + ω 2 , where ω i is the longitude of the pericenter of each orbit measured from the line of the nodes between the two orbits, we get (Correia et al, 2013) :
Moreover, cos I (and thus sin I) can be expressed in terms of G 1 , G 2 through the conservation of the total orbital angular momentum (Eq. 5)
Thus, if we restrict the dynamics to the quadrupolar approximation, here again, the Hamiltonian depends on a single angle ω 1 and the problem is integrable (Harrington, 1968; Lidov and Ziglin, 1976) . Moreover, the outer orbit eccentricity e 2 and γ 2 are constant (Eq.14), since there is no contribution from ω 2 (Harrington, 1968; Lidov and Ziglin, 1976; Farago and Laskar, 2010) . Therefore, the orbital energy only depends on e 1 and ω 1 . For G 1 G 2 previous equation can be simplified to get (1 − e 2 1 ) cos I ≈ cte, which is at the origin of the Lidov-Kozai mechanism (Lidov, 1962; Kozai, 1962; Lidov and Ziglin, 1976) . However, for circumbinary planets we expect G 1 > G 2 , so we cannot neglect the first term in expression (57).
In Figure 4 (top) we plot the level curves of the total energy in the plane (I, ω 1 ) for the standard system (Table 1) , with different values for the inclination. We observe that there are two possible dynamical regimes: circulation and libration around ω 1 = ±90
• for high inclinations values. In the example shown we have 40
these boundaries strongly depend on the eccentricity of the inner orbit. For small e 1 values the libration zone is restricted to the vicinity of I ∼ 90
• , while for large e 1 values the libration region can reach very low inclinations (see Farago and Laskar, 2010) . Moreover, these boundaries are not completely symmetric, since the separatrix between the libration and circulation regimes is shifted towards I > 90
• . This shift cannot be observed in the classic restricted case (e.g. Verrier and Evans, 2009 ), but in the planetary case with general relativity there is an increase in the precession rate of ω 1 that breaks the symmetry. In Figure 4 (bottom) we plot the exact same trajectories performing numerical simulations using the full model form section 2.1 (octupole approximation). We observe that the phase space is almost unchanged, there is only some additional chaotic diffusion for the trajectories near the separatrix. The same is valid when we plot these trajectories in the plane (e 1 , ω 1 ) as shown in Figure 5 (top). Although the inclination may undergo significant variations, the eccentricity of the inner orbit only varies by a very small amount due to the conservation of the total angular momentum (Eq. 57).
We conclude that the quadrupolar approximation captures the main dynamical features for the e 1 , I and ω 1 parameters. However, these conclusions cannot be extended to e 2 . In the quadrupolar approximation the eccentricity of the outer orbit is constant, but in the octupolar approximation it undergoes some variations due to the presence of term in ω 2 (Eq. 51). For the coplanar case we have 0.2 ≤ e 2 ≤ 0.25 (Fig. 3) . In Figure 5 (bottom) we show the same trajectories from Figure 4 in the plane (e 2 , ω 1 ). For trajectories in circulation far from the separatrix, i.e., for sin I ≈ 0, the outer orbit eccentricity is still bounded by 0.2 ≤ e 2 ≤ 0.25, like in the coplanar case. As the orbits become closer to the separatrix, the diffusion increases until a maximum 0.15 ≤ e 2 ≤ 0.3. For trajectories in libration far from the separatrix the eccentricity oscillations are bounded by 0.17 ≤ e 2 ≤ 0.23, except for those close to the equilibrium points, for which the eccentricity undergoes large amplitude variations 0.05 ≤ e 2 ≤ 0.27.
Spin dynamics

Planetary spin
We now consider the spin of the planet into the analysis. Averaging the rotational energy (Eq. 23) over the mean anomalies gives (e.g. Goldreich, 1966) 
When we add the rotational energy to the orbital energy we get some additional degrees of freedom, so the problem is not integrable. However, in previous section we saw that the eccentricity of the inner orbit only undergoes small variations (Fig. 5) . Therefore, assuming e 1 as constant, we can additionally average the orbital energy (Eq. 56) over the argument of the pericenter, ω 1 . Restricting the orbital contribution to the quadrupolar term, and suppressing the constant terms in e 1 , gives for the total energy:
This reduced expression for the energy only depends on the direction cosines cos ε 2 and cos I, which give the relative directions of the angular momentum components, together with cos θ 2 (Eq. 35). The three directions are related through the total angular momentum (with
This problem is then integrable (Boué and Laskar, 2006; Boué and Fabrycky, 2014; Correia, 2015) , since the three degrees of freedom (given by the direction cosines) can be related through the total energy (Eq. 59) and the total angular momentum (Eq. 60). Moreover, we usually have L 2 G 2 G 1 , so previous expression can be simplified as
We conclude that the mutual inclination is almost constant (I ≈ I 0 ) and, leaving out the constant terms, the total energy (Eq. 59) becomes:
g 2 /L 2 is the precession rate of the line of nodes of the two orbital planes. The total energy expressed in this form is equivalent to the one obtained for previous works that study the spin evolution of a planet around a single star, whose orbit is perturbed by other planetary companions (e.g. Ward and Hamilton, 2004) . Planetary spins are often described with respect to their orbital plane. In order to better understand the secular trajectories for the spin of the planet, we perform a change of variables from polar to rectangular coordinates (ε 2 , ϕ 2 ) −→ (u 2 , v 2 ) that gives the projection of the spin in the orbit (Correia, 2015) :
where ϕ 2 is the precession angle measured along the outer orbit from the inner orbit to the equatorial plane of the planet (Fig. 2) . Thus,
and, with I ≈ I 0 , cos θ 2 = cos I cos ε 2 − sin I sin ε 2 cos ϕ 2 ≈ cos
Replacing the above expressions for the direction cosines in expression (64) finally gives for the total energy:
In Figure 6 (left) we plot the level curves of the total energy in the plane (u 2 , v 2 ) for Kepler-16 b , adopting a rotation period of 0.5 day and k 2,2 = 0.5 to compute the J 2,2 value for the planet (Eq. 2), and C/(m 2 R 2 2 ) = 0.2 to compute the rotational angular momentum (Table 1) . Since α 2 −g 2 and I 0 ≈ 1 • , the total energy is dominated by the middle term U 2 ≈ −g 2 cos I 0 1 − u 2 2 − v 2 2 (Eq. 69). We thus observe that the spin describes almost circular trajectories with constant obliquity. The equilibria for the spin can be obtained by finding the critical points of the total energy (Correia, 2015) :
These equations impose that v 2 = 0 (which is equivalent to ϕ 2 = 0), meaning that the three angular momentum vectors lie in the same plane. These equilibria are known in the literature as Cassini states (e.g. Colombo, 1966; Ward, 1975; Correia, 2015) . The first equation combined with v 2 = 0 gives: where u 2 = sin ε 2 (Eq. 66). This expression is equivalent to the commonly used condition to find the Cassini states equilibria (e.g Ward and Hamilton, 2004) :
When α 2 −g 2 , there is one equilibrium point for ε 2 ≈ −I 0 (Fig. 6 left) . This is often the case for circumbinary planets, so we do not expect any significant oscillations in their obliquities. In addition, as long as the system is nearly coplanar, the equilibrium obliquity remains very small. However, for α 2 ≈ g 2 , the phase space becomes much more interesting. This situation occurs when the precession of the planet's spin and the precession of its orbit are near resonance (α 2 cos ε 2 /L 2 ≈ γ 2 cos I 0 /G 2 ), which can be obtained if Kepler-16's secondary is replaced by another Jupiter-mass planet. In Figure 6 (right) we plot the level curves of the total energy for a modified Kepler-16 system, with m 1 = 0.8 M Jup . In this case, high obliquity Cassini states are possible for the outer planet, similarly to what is observed for Saturn in the Solar System (Ward and Hamilton, 2004) .
Stellar spins
We now consider the effect of the spin of one of the stars in our analysis, for instance, the primary with mass m 0 . As in previous section, we restrict the orbital contribution to the quadrupolar term, so that the problem remains integrable. The total energy in this case is then given by:
This reduced expression for the energy now depends on the projection of the spin in the inner orbit cos θ 0 , but the problem remains integrable as the three direction cosines can be related through the total angular momentum,
This expression is similar to expression (60) from previous section, where the rotational angular momentum of the planet is replaced by that of the star. However, the similarities with the planetary case end here, because for the star the three angular momenta may present similar magnitudes, i.e., L 0 ∼ G 1 ∼ G 2 . In order to better understand the secular trajectories for the spin of the star, we can nevertheless perform a similar variable change (θ 0 , φ 0 ) −→ (u 0 , v 0 ) that gives the projection of the spin of the star in the inner orbit:
where φ 0 is the precession angle measured along the inner orbit from the outer orbit to the equatorial plane of the star (Fig. 2) . Thus,
and cos ε 0 = cos I cos θ 0 + sin I sin θ 0 cos φ 0 = cos
Replacing previous expression for cos ε 0 in expression (74) for the total angular momentum provides us an expression for cos I that depends only on the new variables (u 0 , v 0 ), which can be explicitly solved as (Correia, 2015) cos
Therefore, cos θ 0 and cos I depend only on the new variables (u 0 , v 0 ), as well as the total energy given by expression (73). As for the planetary spin, the equilibria for the stellar spin are obtained from the critical points of the total energy:
Since
We hence conclude that v 0 = 0 is still a possible solution (which is equivalent to φ 0 = 0), meaning that the three angular momentum vectors lie again in the same plane. The first equation combined with v 0 = 0 thus gives a generalised version of Cassini states for the spin of the star (Correia, 2015) :
with cos θ 0 = 1 − u 2 0 ,
, and
In Figure 7 we plot the level curves of the total energy in the plane (u 0 , v 0 ) for the standard system (Table 1) , adopting different rotation periods that range from 4.2 to 4.8 day. Although these rotation periods may seem too short for Solar-type stars, they are reliable for young stars (e.g. Skumanich, 1972) . Moreover, close-binary systems undergo strong tidal effects that modify the rotation period until it is close to the orbital period, which corresponds to nearly 4.5 day in the case of the standard system (see section 4).
For a rotation period of 4.8 day (Fig. 7 c) , the stellar spin precesses around a direction close to the binary orbit's normal. The obliquity is nearly constant as well as the mutual inclination between the two orbits. However, for the transition rotation period of 4.5 day (Figs. 7 b) , there is a resonance between the precession of the stellar spin and the precession of the orbits (α 0 cos θ 0 /L 0 ≈ γ 2 cos I 0 /G 2 ), which completely modifies the evolution of the spin. In this case, the obliquity is no longer constant, and the secular trajectories resemble those for the modified Kepler-16 system (Fig. 6, right) . Moreover, unlike the Kepler-16's case, the mutual inclination between the orbits also undergoes significant variations. Thus, for a star increasing its rotation rate, the spin can be captured in resonance (Fig. 8) . This event can produce a significant variations in the obliquity of the star and in the mutual inclination of the orbits.
In Figure 8 we show the Cassini states equilibria for the standard system (Table 1 ) as a function of the rotation period of the primary star. This figure is equivalent to the classic Cassini states for the planet that are obtained when solving equation (72) as a function of the ratio α 2 /g 2 (see, for example, Fig. 3 in Ward and Hamilton, 2004) . We observe some differences in the number of Cassini states, but the key feature is the resonance near P 0 ≈ 4.5 day, that allows two distinct evolutions for the stellar spin.
For close-in stars, in the expression of the total energy (73), we also need to take into account the contribution of the secondary star: U R,1 = −α 1 (cos θ 1 ) 2 /2. In this case the problem is no longer integrable. However, if the perturbation introduced by the secondary star dominates the perturbation from the planet (α 1 γ 2 ), we can neglect the term in γ 2 and the problem becomes integrable again (see Boué and Laskar, 2009; Correia, 2016) by solving the following equations using the same steps explained in this section:
where θ 01 is the angle between the spin axis of the two stars (Correia, 2016) . (Table 1) as a function of the rotation period of the primary star, P 0 . These equilibria are obtained by solving equation (83), and each color corresponds to a different dynamical state.
Tidal evolution
In this section we add the contribution of tides to the secular dynamics of circumbinary systems. Tidal dissipation modifies the rotational and orbital angular momenta and the system evolves into some equilibrium configuration. For the unknown geophysical parameters, we adopt for the stars C/(mR 2 ) = 0.08 and k 2 = 0.028 (Eggleton and Kiseleva-Eggleton, 2001) , and for the Jupiter-mass planets C/(mR 2 ) = 0.25 and k 2 = 0.50 (Yoder, 1995) . For tidal dissipation, we adopt the constant time-lag linear model presented in section 2.4. For stars we use ∆t = 0.1 s (Penev et al, 2012) , and for planets ∆t = 100 s (Lainey et al, 2009 ), which roughly corresponds to Q ∼ 10 7 and Q ∼ 10 4 , respectively, with Q −1 ≡ n∆t.
Inner binary evolution
We first look at the evolution of the inner binary without the presence of the companion planet, i.e., we restrict our analysis to the two body problem. This simplification has been widely studied (e.g., Kaula, 1964; Goldreich, 1966; Alexander, 1973; Efroimsky and Williams, 2009; Correia and Laskar, 2010; Migaszewski, 2012; Ferraz-Mello, 2013; Correia et al, 2014; Makarov, 2015) , but most previous studies focus on the spin and orbital evolution of a single component disturbed by a point-mass companion. This assumption is usually a good approximation while studying the evolution of a star-planet system. However, it becomes less realistic for star-star systems, since both companions Fig. 9 Tidal evolution of the inner binary in the standard system (Table 1) , for a point mass primary star with no spin (k 2,0 = 0), and in absence of the planetary companion (m 2 = 0). We show the relative rotation rate of the secondary star (a) and its obliquity (b), the relative semimajor axis variation (c), and the relative eccentricity variation (d). The dotted line corresponds to the equilibrium rotation given by expression (89).
have similar angular momenta values. As a consequence, in this case resonant interactions between the spin of the two stars can occur, which modify the intermediary evolution. In Figure 9 we plot the tidal evolution of the inner binary in absence of the planetary companion for the standard system (Table 1) . The primary star is initially considered as a point mass with no spin, which is equivalent to assume k 2,0 = 0. Therefore, all the modifications in the system result from tidal dissipation in the secondary star. Its initial rotation period of is chosen to be 1 day, corresponding to Ω 1 /n 1 ≈ 10.5, while its initial obliquity is set at θ 1 = 10
• . Tidal interactions with the primary decrease the rotation rate of the secondary (Fig. 9 a) until it reaches the "pseudo-synchronization" equilibrium rotation (e.g., Correia, 2009 )
while the obliquity tends to the equilibrium value (Table 1) , without dissipation in the primary star (∆t 0 = 0), and in absence of the planetary companion (m 2 = 0). We show the evolution for both stars using two different initial configurations of the primary star's spin: (a) initial obliquity θ 0 = 5 • ; (b) initial obliquity θ 0 = 0.5 • . We plot the evolution through 1 Gyr (left), and near the resonance crossing around 0.4 Gyr (right). The dotted line corresponds to the obliquity of the secondary for a point mass primary (Fig. 9 b) .
For initial fast rotation rates (Ω 1 n 1 ), the equilibrium obliquity is close to 90
• , that is why we observe an initial increase in the obliquity of the secondary star (Fig. 9 b) . However, as the rotation rate slows down and approaches the equilibrium value (89), the final obliquity tends to zero. Concerning the orbit, the semi-major axis and eccentricity also initially increase, because the angular momentum is transferred from the spin to the orbit. These variations are almost imperceptible, because in the example shown the orbital angular momentum is much larger than the rotational angular momentum of the secondary. As the rotation rate comes close to the equilibrium value (89), the angular momentum transfer ceases, and the only consequence of tidal dissipation is to decrease the orbital energy, hence we observe a decrease in the semi-major axis (Fig. 9 c) . Since the orbital angular momentum must be conserved, i.e., a 1 (1 − e 2 1 ) = cte. (Eq. 5), the eccentricity also decreases (Fig. 9 d) . The final evolution of the system is obtained when the orbit becomes circular, the obliquity is zero, and the rotation rate is synchronous with the mean motion (e.g., Hut, 1980; Correia, 2009) , although in most stellar systems this process takes longer than the maximum life-span of the stars.
In Figure 10 we plot the evolution of the binary system when the primary star is no longer a point mass object. The rotation of the primary is taken to be 10 day (Ω 0 ≈ n 1 ), while for the initial obliquity we adopt θ 0 = 5
• (Table 1) , or 10 times smaller, θ 0 = 0.5
• .
In order to better compare with the previous simulation, we neglect tidal dissipation on the primary star (∆t 0 = 0). The orbital evolution and the evolution of the rotation rate are almost identical to those shown for a point mass companion (Fig. 9 ), so they are not shown. However, the obliquity of the secondary can now experience quite different intermediary evolutions. Indeed, around 0.4 Gyr, there is a resonance between the precession rates of the spin of both stars α 0 cos θ 0 /L 0 ≈ α 1 cos θ 1 /L 1 , which modifies their obliquities. In one case, there is no capture in resonance, and the obliquities only receive a kick (Fig. 10 a) (see also Appendix A in Laskar et al, 2004) . In the other situation, capture occurs, and the obliquity of the secondary is brought near zero degrees in a time-scale much shorter than tidal effects alone (Fig. 10 b) . The resonant equilibrium is only broken for low obliquity when the tidal torque becomes stronger than the precession torque.
After the resonant encounter, the obliquity of the secondary decreases again towards zero degrees. The final evolution of the system is the same as the one described for a point-mass companion (Fig. 9) , since it corresponds to the minimum of the total energy of the system (Hut, 1980) . However, the time-scales involved can be significantly different. Moreover, when additional bodies are present, such as a circumbinary planet, they will interact with a different stellar configuration that may drastically change their future evolution (see next section). Therefore, when we inspect the tidal evolution of multi-body systems, we need to take their spin states into account.
Planetary evolution
The tides raised by the planet on the stars is much weaker than mutual tides between stars, so we only take into account tidal effects raised by the stars on the planet (section 2.4). These tides can be described as the tidal effect raised by the center of mass of the inner binary in the circumbinary planet (Eq. 107). Therefore, the tidal evolution of the planet is similar to the evolution of a single star described in previous section (see also Figure 9 ). Moreover, the orbital angular momentum of the circumbinary planet is much larger than the rotational angular momentum, so tides on the planet are only expected to significantly modify its spin.
In Figure 11 we show the spin evolution of the planet Kepler-16 b using the initial values from Table 1 . Although the orbits of this system are well established , we ignore the present values for the rotation period and obliquity. Assuming initial fast rotating planets like the gaseous planets of the solar system, the general trend for the spin evolution corresponds to a progressive increase in the rotation period and obliquity as the one shown in Figure 11 . In the particular case of Kepler-16 b, we additionally observe a small kick on its obliquity around t ≈ 0.6 Gyr. This corresponds to a secular resonance between the precession of the spin and the frequency p−g 1 +g 2 ≈ −3.58 /yr, where p is the precession frequency of the node, and g 1 , g 2 are the precession frequencies for the pericenters of both orbits. (Table 1) . We show the relative rotation rate (a), and the obliquity (b).
Coupled evolution
For binary systems with separations a 1 > 0.1 AU and moderate eccentricities, the orbits are only marginally modified by tides during the age of the system (Fig. 9c,d ).
The spins of all bodies can be significantly modified, but they present a general trend of synchronising the rotation with the orbit and decreasing the obliquity (Fig. 9a,b) . However, the spin can cross some secular resonances that may accelerate or delay its evolution (Figs. 10 and 11 ). In the examples previously shown, these resonances had no impact on the orbits, either because they corresponded to spin-spin interactions (Fig. 10) , or because the orbital angular momentum is much larger than the rotational angular momentum (Fig. 11) .
Secular spin-orbit resonances
In Figure 12 we show the tidal evolution of the standard system (Table 1) . Unlike the previous examples, we observe some resonant interactions that considerably modify the spins and the orbits. The main interactions correspond to 1) a resonance between the spin precession rate of the secondary and the precession of the node at t ≈ 85 Myr; 2) a resonance between the spin precession rate of the primary and the precession of the node for 150 t 250 Myr. A spin-spin resonance between the spin precession rates of both stars at t ≈ 125 Myr is also noticeable. The two spin-orbit resonances result in an obliquity increase of about 20 degrees. However, while for the secondary the increase occurs in a short time-scale, less than 1 Myr, for the primary it lasts for more than 100 Myr. The different behaviors correspond to two different kinds of resonance crossing. For the secondary, the rotation period is increasing from lower values, while for the primary it is the opposite (Fig. 12a) . Therefore, the secondary cannot be trapped in resonance, while for the primary this is possible (Fig. 8) . The two different evolutions can be well understood using the diagrams with all possible secular trajectories given in Figure 7 . These diagrams correspond to the spin of the primary, but for the secondary we obtain a similar picture, (Table 1) . We show the rotation rate of the stars (a), their obliquity (b), the eccentricity of the orbits (c), and the mutual inclination (d).
The dotted line corresponds to the equilibrium rotation given by expression (89).
only the rotation period for which the resonance is crossed would change (≈ 1.5 day, instead of 4.5 day). In Figure 13 we show the projection of the spin of both stars during the resonant encounter. For the secondary, the spin is initially circulating around state 1. As the the rotation period increases, this state merges with the hyperbolic state 3 and the resonant equilibria disappear. The spin is then forced to circulate around state 2, with higher obliquity (Fig. 8) .
For the primary, the spin is initially circulating around state 2. As the rotation period decreases, it crosses the resonance around P 0 ≈ 4.6 day. At this point, the spin can either start circulating around state 1 or follow librating around state 2, as it happens in our example. For rotation periods faster than the resonant period, the obliquity of state 2 increases (Fig. 8) . As long as tidal dissipation is not too strong, the evolution is adiabatic and the spin remains trapped in resonance (state 2). Therefore, although tidal effects tend to damp the obliquity, we observe that the obliquity actually increases such that the resonant ratio can be maintained.
More interestingly, we also observe that while the obliquity of the primary increases, the mutual inclination is damped. This unexpected behavior is also a result of a change in the topology of the system. Indeed, in Figure 7 we can see that while the obliquity (Table 1) . We show the obliquity (top) and the projection of the spin on the orbital plane (bottom) of the secondary (left) and of the primary (right) during the resonance crossing. Each dot corresponds to a different time.
of state 2 increases for faster rotation periods, the corresponding mutual inclination decreases. The equilibrium inclination for a given Cassini state can be obtained directly from expression (78). In the case of the standard system we have L 0 G 2 G 1 , so we can simplify this expression as
Assuming L 0 approximately constant, we see that an increase in the obliquity corresponds to a decrease of the mutual inclination and vice versa. However, L 0 is not completely constant, since the rotation period is varying during the resonant crossing. Therefore, in Figure 14 we plot the exact solution of equation (78) as a function of the rotation period, where the obliquity curve corresponds to the obliquity of state 2 shown in Figure 8 . We observe there is a very good agreement with the numerical simulations shown in Figure 12 . The small differences observed result from the fact that our analytical model is obtained with the quadrupolar approximation for the orbits and considering only the spin of the primary. As the rotation period decreases, the libration width of the resonant state 2 decreases (Fig. 7a) . When the obliquity is near to its maximum value (and the mutual inclination is near zero), the tidal torque becomes stronger than the resonant coupling. (Table 1) as a function of the rotation period of the primary star, P 0 . These equilibria are obtained by solving equation (83). We show the obliquity of the primary (blue) and the mutual inclination (green).
At this stage, the spin ends its libration around state 2, and starts to circulate around state 1. In absence of the secular resonant forcing, the obliquity is damped by tides until it reaches the equilibrium Cassini state 1 value.
In Figure 15 we show the evolution of the obliquity and the mutual inclination for a modified standard system with an initial inclination of 60
• (instead of 10 • ). Although this new configuration presents larger oscillations of the mutual inclination (due to the secular quadrupolar interactions between the two orbits), its average value is also damped to zero while crossing the secular resonance with the spin of the primary. For larger initial mutual inclinations we would observe a similar behavior, at least as long as the pericenter of the inner orbit is in circulation (Fig. 4) . The damping of the mutual inclination is a consequence of the angular momentum transfer between the spin of the primary and the orbit of the planet through the secular resonance. We thus conclude that this resonance is an efficient mechanism of transforming circumbinary systems with arbitrary initial mutual inclination in coplanar systems like the ones observed by the Kepler Spacecraft surveys (e.g. Doyle et al, 2011; Welsh et al, 2012; Orosz et al, 2012a,b; Kostov et al, 2015) .
Chaotic evolution
In section 3.1 we saw that there are two different dynamical regimes for the orbits: the pericenter of the inner orbit, ω 1 , can be in circulation or in libration around ±90
• (Fig. 4) . In previous section we have increased the initial mutual inclination of the (Table 1) with initial mutual inclination I = 60 • . We show the obliquity of the primary (blue) and the mutual inclination (green).
standard system up to 60
• , but we kept ω 1 = 0 • (Fig. 15) . As a consequence, the orbits were always in circulation (Fig. 4) . We now keep initial I = 60
• , but with initial ω 1 = 90
• for the standard system (Table 1) , which places the system in libration. In Figure 16 we show two different evolutions with slightly different initial precession angle for the primary star, φ 0 = 0.0
The initial evolution of the system is similar to the circulation regime ( Fig. 12 ): the average mutual inclination is constant, the spin of the secondary encounters a resonance at t ≈ 0.1 Gyr, and the primary at t ≈ 0.2 Gyr. At this stage, the obliquity of the primary increases, which is accompanied by an increase in the amplitude of the mutual inclination. The mechanism behind this exchange is the same described for the circulation regime (see Fig. 14) . As the amplitude of the mutual inclination increase, the system approaches the separatrix between the libration and circulation regimes (Fig. 4) . Around t ≈ 1 Gyr the stellar spins and the eccentricity of the planet's orbit become excited by several resonances and become chaotic.
The chaotic regime can last for several Gyr, until the separatrix is crossed and the system enters in circulation. For long times spent in the libration region near the separatrix, the eccentricity of the outer orbit can rise to values close to the unity, so the planet can experiment close encounters with the remaining bodies and the system becomes unstable. In this case the secular model presented in this paper is no longer adapted to follow the orbits. However, as soon as the system enters in the circulation regime, the eccentricity of the planet's orbit stabilises, as well as the spins. The obliquity of all bodies is strongly chaotic in the libration region, but it becomes dominated by tides in the circulation region. The evolution in the chaotic zone is very sensitive to the initial conditions. In the example shown in Figure 16 we have just modified slightly the initial precession angle of the spin of the primary by ∆φ 0 = 0.1
• . We have run many more simulations, with different phase angles, and also with faster and slower initial rotation rates for the stars. In half of the cases, the separatrix is crossed with inclination larger than 90
• , so the orbit of the planet becomes retrograde (Fig. 16 a) , while in another half the system becomes prograde (Fig. 16 b) . The initial resonant crossing at t < 0.2 Gyr can be avoided, but we observed that for systems initially in libration, the spins always become excited after some time. As a consequence, in all runs the amplitude of the mutual inclination increased and the systems ultimately quit the libration regime. Their final evolution is therefore always similar to the one shown in Figure 16 . We hence conclude that tidally evolved circumbinary systems are most likely in circulation.
In Figure 17 we show two evolutions for the standard system (Table 1) starting with initial I = 43.5
• and ω 1 = 90
• . These initial conditions still correspond to the circulation regime, but place the system very close to the separatrix. We adopt again slightly different initial precession angle for the primary star, φ 0 = 0.0 • (a) and φ 0 = 0.1 • (b). Moreover, we adopt an initial fast rotation period for the primary, P 0 = 1.5 day. Thus, tidal effects will increase the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the inner orbit during the initial stages (Fig. 9) , which forces the system to cross the separatrix and enter in the libration region.
Once the system enters in libration, the mutual inclination undergoes variations ranging from 44
• to 136 • (Fig. 4) , meaning that the orbit of the planet oscillates from prograde to retrograde. As in the previous example (Fig. 16) , the spins of all bodies and the eccentricity of the outer orbit become chaotic. As the rotation period of the stars approach their equilibrium values, the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the inner orbit decrease again and the system returns to circulation. However, in half of the cases, the separatrix can be crossed with high inclination and the orbit of the planet becomes retrograde (Fig. 17 a) . This mechanism is then able to transform previous prograde orbits in retrograde ones, as it was already reported by Correia et al (2011) .
Additional applications
The secular model presented in this paper (section 2) is very general and therefore its validity is not restricted to circumbinary systems. Indeed, it can also be applied to any three-body hierarchical system for which terms in (r 1 /r 2 ) 4 can be neglected (octupolar approximation), as well as the torque of the outermost body on the spin of the inner bodies. Nevertheless, this last effect can also be considered as in Correia et al (2011) , by keeping in the rotational potential (23) the contribution from m 2 (Eq. 100):
A straightforward application is, for instance, the formation of hot Jupiters from secular planet-planet interactions (Naoz et al, 2011; Beaugé and Nesvorný, 2012) . In Figure 18 we reproduce a simulation for a Sun-like star with two Jupiter-mass planetary companions using the same initial conditions as for Figure 2 by Naoz et al (2011) . We observe there is a good agreement between the two models 3 .
Another suitable applications are star-planet-satellite systems and triple stellar systems.
Conclusion
In this paper we provide a secular model to describe the evolution of circumbinary three-body systems, where all bodies undergo tidal interactions. We use the octupolar non-restricted approximation for the orbital interactions, including general relativity corrections, the quadrupolar approximation for the spins, and the viscous linear model for tides.
Many of the already known circumbinary planets evolve in coplanar orbits, since they were detected through the transits method. However, this is not necessarily the standard configuration for circumbinary planets (e.g. Martin and Triaud, 2014) . Our model is suitable to study the long-term evolution of a wide variety of circumbinary systems in very eccentric and inclined orbits.
We have shown that tidal effects coupled with the secular evolution can totally modify the final configuration of the system. For instance, tides alone are unable to damp the mutual inclination of planetary systems during their life-times. A most striking example is that circumbinary planets with initial arbitrary orbital inclination can become coplanar through a secular resonance between the precession of the spin of one star and the precession of the orbit. We also show that circumbinary systems for which the pericenter of the inner orbit is initially in libration present chaotic motion for the spins and for the eccentricity of the outer orbit.
We have presented in this paper a few examples, which are representative of the diversity of behaviors among circubinary systems. Many other systems are awaiting to be studied. The fact that we use average equations for both tidal and gravitational effects, makes our method suitable to be applied in long-term studies. It allows to run many simulations for different initial conditions in order to explore the entire phase space and evolutionary scenarios. In particular, it can be very useful to derive constraints for the past and future tidal evolution of circumbinary systems. Our model can also be applied to any three-body hierarchical system such as star-planet-satellite systems and triple stellar systems. 
We also have (Fig. 1) r 2i = r 2 + δ i r 1 ,
where δ 0 = m 1 /m 01 and δ 1 = −m 0 /m 01 . Since we assume that r 1 r 2 , we can write P 2 (r 2i ·ŝ j ) r 3 2i ≈ P 2 (r 2 ·ŝ j ) r 3 2 + 3δ i 2r 3 2 r 1 r 2 r 1 ·r 2 − 5(r 1 ·r 2 )(r 2 ·ŝ j ) 2 + 2(r 1 · s j )(r 2 ·ŝ j ) ,
where we neglected terms in (r 1 /r 2 ) 2 , that is, we neglect terms in J 2,i (R i /r i ) 2 (r 1 /r 2 ) 2 in the potential energy. Replacing in expressions (96) and (95) we get for the planet U R,2 = G m 2 m 01 r 2 J 2,2 R 2 r 2 2 P 2 (r 2 ·ŝ 2 ) , 
since terms in m 2 /m j (r 1 /r 2 ) 3 can also be neglected.
B Tidal potential
The tidal potential of a body of mass m i when deformed by another body of mass m at the position r is given by (e.g. Kaula, 1964) :
Gm R 5 i r 3 r 3 P 2 (r ·r ) ,
where we neglected terms in (R i /r) 4 (R i /r ) 4 . The resulting perturbing potential energy of a system composed of three bodies is given by:
where we have for the planet 
and for each star (i = 0, 1; j = 1 − i) U T,i = m j V i (r 1 , r 1 , m j ) + V i (r 1 , r 2i , m 2 ) + m 2 V i (r 2i , r 1 , m j ) + V i (r 2i , r 2i , m 2 ) . (104) Neglecting the tidal interactions with the external body m 2 , i.e., neglecting terms in m 2 /m j (r 1 /r 2 ) 3 , the above potential can be simplified as 
where we neglected terms in (r 1 /r 2 ) 2 , that is, we neglect terms in (R 2 /r 2 ) 6 (r 1 /r 2 ) 2 in the potential energy. Replacing in expression (103) we get for the planet U T,2 = −k 2,2 Gm 2 01 R 5 2 r 3 2 r 3 2 P 2 (r 2 ·r 2 ) ,
since m 2 0 δ 0 + m 0 m 1 (δ 0 + δ 1 ) + m 2 1 δ 1 = 0.
C Averaged quantities
For completeness, we gather here the average formulae that are used in the computation of secular equations. Let F (r,ṙ) be a function of a position vector r and velocityṙ, its averaged expression over the mean anomaly (M ) is given by
Depending on the case, this integral is computing using the eccentric anomaly (E), or the true anomaly ( 
wherek is the unit vector of the orbital angular momentum, and e the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector (Eq. 6). We have then , and rr t r 5 = 1
where u t denotes the transpose of any vector u. This leads to 1 r 3 P 2 (r ·û) = − 1 2a 
give r 2 P 2 (r ·û) = − a 2 2 (1 − e 2 )P 2 (k ·û) − 5e 2 P 2 (ê ·û) .
The other useful formulae are 1
f 4 (e) 1 −kk t + 6 + e 2 4a 6 (1 − e 2 ) 9/2 ee t , 
(r ·ṙ)r r 10 = n
where the f i (e) functions are given by expressions (46) to (50). Finally, for the average over the argument of the pericenter (ω), we can proceed in an identical manner:
which gives (e ·û) e ω = e 2 2 û − (k ·û)k .
